


The Crisis of 
Contemporary Science 

With the United States no longer engaged in war, hot or cold, American 

science is entering a new-and uncertain-age. The close relationship 

between science and government is being redefined. The exponential 

growth of the scientific enterprise is at an end. And science itself 

comes increasingly under attack. Our authors explain. 

B Y  D A N I E L  J .  K E V L E S  

ot many years ago in the 
United States, the special 
relationship between sci- 
ence and government 
seemed as permanent as 
an old-fashioned mar- 

riage. Whatever one partner requested, the 
other was more than eager to provide. 

In the early 1980s, for example, American 
physicists in the field of high-energy particle 
physics urged the Reagan administration to 
fund construction of a gargantuan high-en- 
ergy particle accelerator-the Superconduct- 
ing Super Collider, commonly called the SSC. 
In an underground, circular tunnel some 52 
miles in circumference, two beams of protons 
would be accelerated in opposite directions, 
each to an energy of 20 trillion electron volts. 
The huge subterranean donut would encircle 
an area 160 times as great as that enclosed by 
the Tevatron, at the Fermi National Accelera- 

tor Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois, which is the 
country's flagship machine, spitting out par- 
ticles at one trillion electron volts. 

Enthusiasts of the SSC argued that it was 
essential to further progress in elementary 
particle physics. Not only would it guarantee 
the nation's strength in the field against all 
international competitors, but the technical 
innovations required to build the m a c h i n e  
for example, more powerful superconducting 
magnets-would yield industrial and medi- 
cal dividends long into the future. In 1987, the 
project won the support of the Reagan admin- 
istration, and in 1989, Congress voted deci- 
sively to fund construction of the machine- 
it would be located in Waxahachie, Texas, 
near Dallas-at a cost of $5.9 billion. 

Then, astonishingly, just three years later, 
the partnership faltered. In June 1992, the 
House of Representatives voted to terminate 
the SSC. The margin of defeat for the project 
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was a hefty 51 votes. Scientists who supported 
the Collider were stunned. Forty physicists, 
including 21 Nobel laureates, expressed their 
shock and dismay in a letter to President 
George Bush and House members, pointing 
out the SSC's importance to America's scien- 
tific prowess. The Bush administration and 
the Senate then came to the project's rescue. 
The next year, however, the House tried 
again, and this time it succeeded. In October 
1993, the SSC died, a victim of the post-Cold 
War outlook. Senator Dave Durenberger (R.- 
Minn.) explained the change in blunt terms: 
"If we were engaged in a scientific competi- 
tion with a global superpower like the former 
Soviet Union, and if this project would lead 
to an enhancement of our national security, 
then I would be willing to continue funding 
the project. But. . . we face no such threat." 

Leading physicists were profoundly dis- 
mayed by the collider's demise. They vari- 
ously declared that high-energy physics had 
no future in the United States, that the coun- 
try was relinquishing its role as a scientific 
leader, and that, as Roy Schwitters, the head 
of the project, remonstrated, "curiosity-driven 
science is [now regarded as] somehow frivo- 
lous and a luxury we can no longer afford." 
Some scientists, with a mixture of resentment 
and regret, declared that the long-standing 
partnership between American science and 
the federal government had come to an end. 

In fact, it hadn't. But the alliance is being 
redefined. To understand what is happening, 
it is necessary to go back to the partnership's 
beginning. 

During World War 11, civilian scientists 
working under the auspices of the Office of 
Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) 
achieved military miracles. The physicists- 
who produced microwave radar, proximity 
fuses, solid-fuel rockets, and the atomic 
bomb-were the most conspicuous of the sci- 
entists, but members of the OSRD Committee 

on Medical Research also brought off several 
miracles, including the development of peni- 
cillin. 

With the war nearing its conclusion, it 
seemed evident to many policymakers and 
scientists that for the sake of the nation's mili- 
tary security, public health, and economic 
welfare, the federal government should sup- 
port programs of basic and applied scientific 
research and training in academic institutions, 
the traditional source of new scientific knowl- 
edge and new scientists. The question was 
how to do so. Two fundamentally different 
approaches competed for acceptance. 

s enator Harley M. Kilgore, a New Deal 
Democrat from West Virginia and a 
staunch ally of organized labor, fa- 
vored what could be called a "social 

welfare" approach. Kilgore, a small-town law- 
yer, National Guardsman, Legionnaire, Ma- 
son, and past Exalted Ruler of an Elks lodge, 
was quick to admit "utter, absolute igno- 
rance" of science and technology. However, 
during wartime hearings on ways of better 
mobilizing the nation's technological re- 
sources, he had learned a good deal about the 
importance of science to the national interest. 
Now, looking ahead to postwar America, he 
began to develop legislation that called for 
federal research activities to be planned in ac- 
cordance with liberal social purposes such as 
aiding small business, fostering pollution con- 
trol, and providing low-cost rural electrifica- 
tion. Kilgore also wanted at least part of the 
money in all scientific fields to be distributed 
geographically. And he urged federal support 
of the social sciences, then widely regarded as 
tools for distributing the benefits of science 
and technology more equitably. 

Opposing Kilgore's social welfare notions 
were Vannevar Bush, head of OSRD, and 
most of America's high-level research scien- 
tists. The Massachusetts-born son of a minis- 
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ter, Bush (1890-1974) was a no-nonsense elec- 
trical engineer with a strong sense of public 
service. He had spent most of his prewar ca- 
reer on the faculty of the Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology, where the electrical engi- 
neering curriculum emphasized training in 
the basic sciences and the department stressed 
research. During his MIT years, he 

mental knowledge and depleted the supply of 
trained men and women able to generate it. 
The welfare of the nation demanded the re- 
plenishment and enlargement of its scientific 
investment. But this had to be done in the 
right way-and that way, he was sure, was 
not Kilgore's. 

Partly to head off the 
senator, Bush 

The SSC would have accelerated two 
beams of protons to nearly the speed of 
light before they collided. 
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distinction 
for his own research, 
especially for the invention and development 
of the differential analyzer, an early type of 
computer. He also played an influential role 
in transforming MIT into a research-oriented 
institution at the vanguard of both high-tech 
engineering and basic science. 

Bush fully recognized the powerful incli- 
nation in America's "practical" culture to fos- 
ter the applications of knowledge rather than 
the advancement of knowledge as such. From 
the war effort, he also knew that advances in 
esoteric, seemingly impractical fields such as 
nuclear physics and microbiology could lead 
to the creation of powerful new weapons and 
medical agents. In his view, the wartime pro- 
duction of such technological miracles as the 
atomic bomb and penicillin had drawn 
heavily on the capital of basic science, and by 
doing so had retarded the growth of funda- 

persuaded President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
to ask him to prepare a report on postwar 
science policy. Bush delivered the report to 
President Harry S Truman in July 1945, out- 
lining a policy that, in its essentials, would 
ultimately prevail. 

ush's approach in Science-the End- 
less Frontier, as the report was called, 
could not have been more different 
from Kilgore's: Unlike the senator, 

Bush gave no consideration to the social sci- 
ences, which he regarded as intellectually 
shoddy, little more, indeed, than political pro- 
paganda masquerading as science. His report 
also made no mention of the geographical dis- 
tribution of research funds; Bush believed that 
funding should be distributed among the best 
investigators, wherever they were located. 
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(He maintained, with considerable justifica- 
tion, that most of the significant progress in a 
scientific field is generated by the most ca- 
pable practitioners, a relatively small group.) 
And his report rejected the idea of targeting 
research to particular social or economic pur- 
poses. Above all, Bush held that the social and 
economic benefits of basic scientific research 
and training were best realized not by the di- 
rectives of politicians but by the mechanisms 
of the free market, by private initiative. Fed- 
eral science policy, his report stressed, should 
be insulated from political control. 

Bush proposed creation of a "National 
Science Foundation" to serve as the flagship 
agency of basic research and training in all the 
major areas of science, including those related 
to medicine and the military. He staunchly 
opposed military domination of science in 
peacetime, in part because he believed that 
military influence in American life ought to be 
limited, but also because he thought that ci- 
vilian scientists who were independent of 
military control (as they had been under 
OSRD) were better able to produce worth- 
while innovations, even for military purposes. 

Released to the public on July 19,1945, 
Bush's report became, as an OSRD staff mem- 
ber remarked, "an instant smash hit," ap- 
plauded in scores of editorials across the ideo- 
logical, partisan, and geographical spectrum. 
Science-the Endless Frontier became the char- 

ter for a science-government partnership that 
was to last for almost a half-century. 

Still, not everything went according to 
Bush's plan. By the time the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) was established in 1950, it 
had already been pre-empted in the medical 
area by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH), which had been set up in "148 as an 
"umbrella" to cover the National Cancer In- 
stitute and the new National Heart Institute, 
and which now comprised five more research 
institutes, for a total of seven. In the military 
area, too, the National Science Foundation 
was vastly overshadowed. 

In his postwar science blueprint, Bush 
had not anticipated that the peace that fol- 
lowed World War I1 would soon turn into the 
Cold War with the Soviet Union and commu- 
nism. But he soon found that the imperatives 
of that struggle would make national security 
the predominant focus of federal policy for 
scientific research and development (R&D). 
Contrary to his plan, some 90 percent of fed- 
eral R&D funding would come not from the 
National Science Foundation but from the 
armed services, which were consolidated in 
the Department of Defense in 1947, and from 
the Atomic Energy Commission, which Con- 
gress established in 1946. (Although a civilian 
agency, the commission devoted its research 
efforts overwhelmingly to the military uses of 
atomic energy, especially the development of 
nuclear, and then thermonuclear, weapons.) 

With the outbreak of the Korean War in 
1950, the defense R&D budget more than 
quadrupled, to $3.1 billion in fiscal 1953. Some 
of it was spent on "basic" research, which, 
while seemingly impractical, might unexpect- 
edly pay enormous practical dividends (as re- 
search into the atomic nucleus had, in the 
form of the atomic bomb). Another portion 
went to basic defense research, that is, re- 
search into phenomena closely related to mili- 
tary technologies. A larger amount of the 
money was devoted to "applied research, 
intended to produce a specific technology 
(such as an airplane). And the lion's share of 
the R&D funds went for "development"- 
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turning a technological prototype into a fin- 
ished piece of hardware. 

The terminology was loose; one sort of 
research could easily shade into another. But 
whatever the labels, a lot more R&D was un- 
dertaken. By 1957, the demands of high-tech 
national security-nuclear warheads, rockets 
and missiles, antisubmarine warfare and con- 
tinental defense systems, and scientific man- 
power-had increased federal R&D expendi- 
tures another 10 percent in constant dollars. 
High-tech industrial research increasingly 
became a ward of national security, with de- 
fense projects supplying an ever-larger frac- 
tion-the portion crossed the 50 percent mark 
in 1956Ã‘o total expenditures for industrial 
research. 

T he military gave lavish sums to large 
research universities, supplying 
them with roughly one-third of all 
their federal R&D funds. Most of the 

rest came from the Atomic Energy Comrnis- 
sion and, to lesser extents, from the National 
Science Foundation, NIH, and the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. A sizable fraction of the 
military support went to basic research, 
which, to quote a later Defense Department 
directive, was recognized "as an integral part 
of programmed research committed to spe- 
cific military aims.'' 

Typical of such activity was the Research 
Laboratory in Electronics at MIT, created to 
extend the basic microwave research that had 
been conducted there during the war. Sup- 
ported by the three armed services, the work 
was intended to accelerate the transfer of ad- 
vanced atomic, molecular, solid-state, and 
microwave physics to engineering practice. 
The military also became the principal sup- 
porter of basic scientific research as such, par- 
ticularly via the Office of Naval Research 
(ONR), which before the NSF was established 
had moved quickly to support the work of as- 
tronomers, chemists, physiologists, botanists, 
logicians, psychologists, computer scientists, 
and nuclear physicists, among others. 

Washington's nondefense R&D budget 

for science and technology rose with the tide, 
reaching $16 million in 1956. The NSF sup- 
plied a small but significant supplement to the 
enormous patronage that the Defense Depart- 
ment and the Atomic Energy Commission 
gave to the nation's universities for research 
and graduate training in physics, electronics, 
aeronautics, computers, and myriad other 
branches of the physical and biological sci- 
ences and engineering. In 1955, the NIH bud- 
get totaled $81 million and was climbing. Part 
of the money went to NIH laboratories in the 
Washington, D.C., area, but at least one-third 
of it was devoted to research fellowships for 
promising young biomedical scientists and for 
basic and applied biomedical research con- 
ducted in universities and medical schools. 

As much as the federal government was 
spending on science and technology-$3.9 
billion in fiscal 1957, or some five percent of 
the federal budget-widespread fears soon 
developed that it was not enough. On Octo- 
ber 5,1957, Americans were shocked to learn 
that the Soviet Union had launched the 
world's first artificial Earth satellite, a 184- 
pound capsule called Sputnik I. Then, 29 days 
later, Sputnik II, weighing more than 1,120 
pounds, was sent aloft, packed with a maze 
of scientific instruments and a live dog. The 
two Sputniks revealed that the Soviets pos- 
sessed impressive rocket, guidance, and life- 
support capabilities. After December 6, when 

Vannevar Bush: a no-nonsense federal science policy 
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the U.S. attempt to launch a satellite from 
Cape Canaveral fizzled in a cloud of brown- 
ish-black smoke, American alarm at the Soviet 
achievements increased. Much hand-wring- 
ing and self-flagellation ensued. The Ameri- 
can character was said to be materialistic and 
flabby, and America was said to be lagging 
behind the Soviet Union in science and tech- 
nology. "Ten years from now the best scien- 
tists in the world will be found in Russia," the 
physicist Edward Teller warned. 

The Eisenhower administration prompt- 
ly established a new White House post of spe- 
cial assistant to the president for science and 
technology, and MIT president James R. 
Killian, Jr., was named to fill it. The federal 
government undertook crash programs to 
improve high school science facilities and to 
assist college students in critical scientific 
fields. In 1958, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) was estab- 
lished to oversee the nation's nonmilitary ac- 
tivities in space research and development. 
"How much money would you need 
to . . . make us even with Russia . . . and prob- 
ably leap-frog them?" Representative James 
G. Fulton (R.-Penn.), asked NASA chief T. 
Keith Glennan. "I want to be firstest with the 
mostest in space, and I just don't want to wait 
for years." 

That goal was not achieved overnight, but 
it didn't take long for federal R&D expendi- 
tures to skyrocket. Between 1957 and 1967 
they quadrupled, to some $16.5 billion a 
year-about 11 percent of the federal bud- 
get-including more than $2 billion for basic 
research. In part because of the high priority 
given to the space program and to biomedi- 
cal research (the NIH budget reached $400 
million in 1960 and $1.4 billion in 1967), the 
defense-related share of total federal R&D fell 
from three-fourths to a bit less than one-half. 

The Cold War competition kept the fed- 
eral dollars flowing for scientific projects 
that were deemed significant. In 1958, an 
advisory panel of physicists pointed out 
that the Soviet Union proposed to build a 
50-billion-volt synchrotron, a machine that 

would speed up protons to an energy twice 
that of the most powerful proton accelera- 
tor in the U.S. budget. At the time, a pro- 
posal from Stanford University was pend- 
ing at the Atomic Energy Commission for a 
10-billion-volt linear accelerator that would 
send electrons down a two-mile tunnel 
through the hills near Palo Alto; it would 
cost $100 million and be the most powerful 
electron accelerator in the world. In May 
1959, President Eisenhower announced that 
he would ask Congress for the money, de- 
claring that progress in this field was vitally 
important to the nation. 

I t was not the intellectual content of the 
field that was so critical. The more ener- 
getic the physical processes that were in- 
vestigated, the less they had to do with 

the world of nuclear or thermonuclear pro- 
cesses. As the physicist Robert Wilson said 
when he testified in favor of constructing the 
original Ferrnilab accelerator in the mid-1960s, 
particle accelerators have nothing to do di- 
rectly with national defense. But the technolo- 
gies involved in building and operating accel- 
erators-such as high-speed electronics and 
data analysis-paid real-world dividends. 
Most important, in terms of the Cold War, the 
pursuit of high-energy physics provided na- 
tional prestige and an insurance policy: if 
something important to national security un- 
expectedly emerged from the work, the 
United States would have that knowledge 
ahead of the Soviet Union. 

For academic scientists, the quarter-cen- 
tury after World War I1 was a golden era. Not 
only was federal money freely available, but 
their own professional judgment was given 
great weight in determining how it was spent. 
The partnership between science and govem- 
ment might have been dominated by the con- 
cerns and agencies of national security, with 
the NSF given only a minor role to play, but 
the system still worked pretty much as Bush 
had proposed. The Department of Defense 
paid attention to what leading academic sci- 
entists and engineers said was worth study- 
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ing, and grants and contracts 
went to the scientists and en- 
gineers, and the colleges and 
universities, that were ad- 
judged most capable-re- 
gardless of the resulting geo- 
graphical and institutional 
concentration of federal dol- 
lars. Without overt political 
control, the system produced 
basic scientific and technologi- 
cal knowledge, as well as 
trained technical manpower. 

The system proved 
highly fruitful, to say the least. 
It yielded not only nuclear 
weapons and intercontinental 
missiles but jet planes, com- 
puters, silicon chips, nuclear 
reactors, and Earth satellites 
for communications and sur- 
veillance; chemotherapies for 
cancer and other medical 
marvels; advances in molecu- 
lar genetics, particle physics, 
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andplanetary science; and the 
landing of men on the moon, 
not to mention myriad consumer items and, 
indirectly, millions of jobs. American scien- 
tists in this golden age received more than 
three dozen Nobel Prizes, and the United 
States became the world's leading scientific 
and technological nation, a mighty and domi- 
nant producer of scientific knowledge and 
high-tech goods. 

Yet for all that, the system was, in truth, 
not as free of "politics" as it seemed. The de- 
cision to make national security the para- 
mount consideration in research policy, the 
decision to allow scientists and engineers 
wide latitude in their choice of research pro- 
grams, and the decision to leave it up to the 
free market to determine what to do with the 
resulting social and economic benefits-all 
these were, in reality, political decisions and, 
as such, subject to change. 

In 1965, Harvard University political sci- 
entist Don K. Price, a respected analyst of sci- 

ence policy, remarked that Senator Kilgore's 
"central notions are slipping up on us again." 

As the nation became more concerned 
with poverty, racial inequality, and urban 
decay, left-of-center critics turned a skeptical 
eye on federally supported science, particu- 
larly its unresponsiveness to social problems 
and its insulation from political scrutiny and 
control. As U.S. involvement in the Vietnam 
War escalated, the criticism turned into sear- 
ing attacks on universities for allowing the 
Defense Department to play so large a role in 
academic research and training, and on sci- 
ence and scientists for their close relationship 
with the military. 

T he left-of-center critics had allies 
among fiscal conservatives dis- 
tressed by the federal scientific 
enterprise's increasing absorption of 

tax dollars. While the federal budget had 
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grown elevenfold since 1940, the R&D budget 
had exploded some two-hundredfold, a rela- 
tive growth rate that was bound to draw the 
attention of budget hawks sooner or later. By 
the late 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  a coalition of liberal and con- 
servative critics had succeeded in bringing the 
geometric growth of federal spending for sci- 
ence to a halt. On college campuses and in the 
halls of Congress, the pressure grew to limit 
the military's role in academic research and 
the scientific establishment's role in public 
policy, and, above all, to subject the federal 
scientific system to greater control in the in- 
terest of social welfare. Liberals worked to 
shift R&D funds into areas they considered 
more socially useful, such as pollution control, 
and also sought to bring about a more equi- 
table social, institutional, and geographical 
distribution of R&D dollars. 

President Lyndon B. Johnson, who was 
intent on waging a "war" on poverty as well 
as the war in Vietnam, kept asking his sci- 
ence advisers what science had done for 
"grandma." He instructed the managers of 
federal science to share the wealth and see 
about applying all the scientific knowledge 
already accumulated. LBJ's successor, Presi- 
dent Richard M. Nixon, also stressed the 
seemingly practical. He favored technol- 
ogy-the supersonic transport, the fast- 
breeder reactor, and antiballistic missiles- 
over science, and considered the "war" on 
cancer more important than the advance- 
ment of fundamental biology. 

By the mid-1970s, the federal R&D bud- 
get had, in constant dollars, become 20 per- 
cent smaller than what it had been in 1967. 
Moreover, environmental, energy, and health 
research commanded a larger proportion of 
the total outlay, while the space program's 
share had been cut by half and the defense- 
related proportion had edged down further, 
to 46 percent. In 1969, Senator Mike Mansfield 
(D.-Mont.), a former professor of history and 
political science who was eager to reduce the 
military's influence in academic life, had 
slipped a section into the military authoriza- 
tion bill prohibiting the Pentagon from financ- 

ing any research not directly related to a spe- 
cific military purpose. Although the 
Mansfield amendment was dropped from the 
military authorization bill the next year, the 
Pentagon took it lastingly to heart. 

Despite the inroads made by Kilgore-style 
social welfare-ism, the U.S. government re- 
mained committed to the hard core of Bush's 
vision-to federal responsibility for basic sci- 
entific research and training, to the involve- 
ment of academic and industrial scientists in 
the policy process, and to the awarding of 
research funds only to the better investigators. 
Science policymakers and advisers often man- 
aged to interpret mandates for "practical" 
research programs in such a way that basic 
investigations were funded. For example, 
war-on-cancer money paid for basic research 
into the mechanisms that transform healthy 
cells into malignant ones, and so sustained the 
work that led J. Michael Bishop and Harold 
Varmus, at the University of California, San 
Francisco, to their Nobel Prizewinning dis- 
covery of oncogenes. 

evertheless, the disturbing 
trends in federal R&D policy 
during the 1970s set off various 
alarms. Some defense specialists 

contended that the reductions in Pentagon 
spending, including that for R&D, were mak- 
ing the United States militarily vulnerable. 
Other worried analysts pointed to the increas- 
ingly vigorous foreign competition, especially 
from Japan, that the United States faced in 
technological markets not only abroad but at 
home. Corporate and academic leaders 
claimed that excessive government regulation 
was choking industrial and academic science, 
perhaps even threatening freedom of scientific 
and intellectual inquiry. 

By the late '70s, more and more people 
were arguing that American military and eco- 
nomic security required an enlarged invest- 
ment in R&D and a revival of scientific au- 
tonomy. The latter would be accomplished by 
loosening the government's controls on re- 
search it funded and by increasing the money 
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obtained from alternative sources, particu- 
larly industry. "Our engineering and scientific 
base is disappearing," House Armed Services 
Committee chairman Melvin Price (D.-111.) 
warned. In the view of many experts, Business 
Week reported, "the future health of the 
nation's economy . . . requires a much more 
benign environment for industrial R&D than 
has existed over the past decade." 

A s a result of the growing concerns, 
federal research expenditures 
grew during the Carter adminis- 
tration and further increased un- 

der President Reagan. By the time work began 
on the Superconducting Super Collider, fed- 
eral R&D expenditures (in constant dollars) 
were 20 percent higher than they had been at 
the predownturn peak, in 1967. The largest 
share of the increase went to the Department 
of Defense, whose research programs in- 
cluded semiconductors, optics, lasers, and in- 
tegrated circuits. These were things that could 
yield gratifying economic results as well as 
military ones. Similarly, between 1981 and 
1990, the NIH budget (in constant dollars) 
rose about 50 percent, two-thirds more than 
the increase in total federal outlays. And at the 
end of the 1980s, the government established 
the Human Genome Project, which was esti- 
mated to cost $3 billion over 15 years. De- 
signed to map and sequence all the genes in 
the human genome, the project would not 
only accelerate biomedical research but en- 
large the nation's capacity in biotechnology. 

Policymakers and biotechnologists con- 
sidered biomedical research an important 
means of strengthening the nation's high-tech 
competitiveness. The emerging biotechnology 
industry was founded on basic research that 
the NIH had supported, particularly the in- 
vention of the technique of recombinant DNA 
during the 1970s by Herbert Boyer and 
Stanley Cohen, of the University of California, 
San Francisco, and Stanford University, re- 
spectively. With recombinant DNA, a gene 
from one organism-say, a human being- 
could be snipped from its native genome and 

inserted into that of another organism-for 
example, a bacterium or a mousewhere the 
function of the gene could be studied, or a 
valuable protein could be produced. Stanford 
and the University of California jointly ob- 
tained a patent on the technique, which they 
licensed to biotechnology companies. Among 
the first to make use of it was Genentech, 
which enjoyed a spectacular success on the 
stock market when it went public in 1980. 

University patenting of the products of 
basic research and their licensing into the 
marketplace appeared to be advantageous to 
academic institutions, new high-tech busi- 
nesses, and America's economic competitive- 
ness. In academia, however, there was wide- 
spread apprehension that professorial in- 
volvements with commercial firms would 
lead to unsavory exploitation of university 
resources and students, and might drive out 
research that had no market promise. Despite 
all the worries, the incentives pulling aca- 
demic biologists and their universities toward 
commercialization-big hits such as 
Genentech-were too strong to resist. 

I n the interest of generalizing the policies 
and practices that fostered the biotech- 
nology industry, the federal government 
moved to encourage closer collaboration 

between industry and researchers. In 1980, 
Congress passed legislation to promote com- 
mercial use of inventions arising from feder- 
ally sponsored R&D at nonprofit institutions. 
The new patent law made uniform across all 
government agencies what had been the prac- 
tice in some, including NIH-namely, to grant 
property rights in such inventions to institu- 
tions that would seek patents on them and li- 
cense the rights in the market economy. Six 
years later, Congress passed a law to encour- 
age the commercial use of technologies de- 
vised in federal laboratories by, among other 
things, authorizing government agencies or 
their employees to license patents on such 
technologies to private industry. 

Industry responded to the incentives for 
academic collaboration, which were strength- 
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ened by university promises of often exclusive 
patent-licensing arrangements with corpora- 
tions that supported campus research. Be- 
tween 1977 and 1986, industry patronage of 
academic research grew more than fourfold, 
increasing its share of expenditures for uni- 
versity R&D from around three percent to 
almost six percent. 

In some respects, the shift in R&D policy 
during the 1980s represented a revival of the 
fuller vision advanced in Science-the Endless 
Frontier. Vannevar Bush would have been 
pleased by the resumption of vigorous sup- 
port for basic research, the marked retreat 
from the socially purposeful R&D of the 
1970s, and the renewed reliance on market 
mechanisms as the primary means of translat- 
ing scientific progress into public benefits. 
Federal R&D funds continued to be allocated 
mainly to the better-qualified investigators 
and institutions rather than according to any 
principle of equity in geographical or institu- 
tional distribution. And while the Pentagon's 
involvement in basic research had increased 
considerably, in the late 1980s the military 
supplied only about half the proportion that 
it did in the mid-1950s and about the same 
that it did in 1967. 

Yet federal science policy-starting in the 
1960s with the reappearance of the Kilgore 
approach of social welfare-ism-had also de- 
parted from Bush's vision in important re- 
spects. It had become overtly politicized, not 
in the sense that what might be thought or 
published was subject to political test, but in 
the sense that-beginning with the Nixon 
administration-the views of candidates for 
appointive advisory and administrative posts 
on such controversial issues as antiballistic 
missile policy, the Vietnam War, and the Stra- 
tegic Defense Inititative were taken into ac- 
count. The Reagan administration applied 
tests of political allegiance to candidates for 
appointment to scientific advisory panels, es- 
pecially in the regulatory agencies. In the early 
years of the administration of President Bush, 
similar tests on issues such as abortion report- 
edly played a role in appointments to the 

National Institutes of Health. 
Science policy had also become politi- 

cized in a more profound sense: the allocation 
of resources for R&D had been incorporated 
into the open, conventional political process 
and become subject to the play of competing 
interest groups, especially in Congress. Before 
the late 1960s, the president and the federal 
bureaucracy had held the upper hand in most 
areas of science and technology policymaking. 
They controlled the making of the budget, and 
they could marshal enormous technical exper- 
tise to back up their policy choices. 

ut they lost that monopoly of power 
when Congress became more asser- 
tive and acquired its own arsenal of 
expertise on science and technology 

(beyond the special subject of atomic energy). 
Legislators hired capable staff members who 
were knowledgeable in such areas as space, 
the environment, health, and defense, and 
over time, individual lawmakers developed 
their own expertise in particular subjects. 
Senators and House members also could turn 
to the Congressional Budget Office for bud- 
getary analyses and to the Office of Technol- 
ogy Assessment for reports on topics ranging 
from biotechnology to the effects of nuclear 
war. 

As the power to set science policy has 
become diffused, more and more interest 
groups, such as environmentalists, feminists, 
and AIDS activists, have become involved. 
For federal R&D, that has meant reduced at- 
tention to science for its own sake and more 
to science for social purposes, technological 
innovation, regional development, and regu- 
lation. Thanks to the enactment of laws to 
strengthen environmental protection, occupa- 
tional health and safety, public health and 
medicine, and consumer protection, scientific 
research has become more integral than ever 
to regulatory policymaking. Congress also has 
been challenging the concentrated distribu- 
tion of federal R&D funds, responding sym- 
pathetically to moves by have-not or have-less 
institutions to circumvent the peer review 
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process by legislating direct grants for the 
development of laboratory facilities to par- 
ticular universities. 

While scientists continue to enjoy intellec- 
tual freedom, the new, open politicization of 
science policy has meant that the previously 
most powerful branches of the scientific com- 
munity-high-energy physics, for e x a m p l e  
can no longer decisively determine which in- 
quiries federal monies will stress. 

The Superconducting Super Collider was 
largely done in by the shift to a greater shar- 
ing of power between the executive and the 
legislature in the making of science policy. 
Made vulnerable by the end of the Cold War, 
the SSC was forced to stand or fall on its do- 
mestic political muscle. On that basis, its 
strength did not compare with the space 
station's, which, with a price tag more than 
twice that of the collider, had commitments of 
some $8 billion in foreign financing, the heavy- 
weight support of the aerospace industry, and 
the reported creation of 75,000 jobs to its 
credit. The vast majority of SSC procurement 
contracts had gone to only five states, includ- 
ing Texas, where some four times as much 
money was spent as in second-ranked Califor- 
nia. Representative Sherwood Boehlert (R.- 
N.Y.), an unrelenting enemy of the collider, 
summarized with only slight exaggeration the 
political dynamic: "My colleagues will notice 
that the proponents of the SSC are from Texas, 
Texas, Texas, Texas, and Louisiana, and 
maybe someone from California. But my col- 
leagues will also notice that the opponents 
are. . . from all across the country." 

The death of the SSC signified not the end 
of the partnership between science and gov- 
ernment but rather a redirection of its aims 
and a revision of its operating rules. Now, 
Senator Kilgore's social welfare approach, as 
much as Vannevar Bush's vision, is reflected 
in the partnership's purpose: the advance- 
ment of knowledge not only for its own sake 

but for the sake of specific socioeconomic 
purposes ranging from industrial competi- 
tiveness to environmental management to the 
battle against particular diseases. And the 
revised rules of operation make science sub- 
ject to "normal" political constraints, not the 
least of them being the pressure to curb fed- 
eral spending. 

I n the years ahead, private patrons-both 
industrial and philanthropic-may well 
come to shoulder more of the cost of sci- 
entific research and training, as they did 

before World War 11. The Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute, for example, currently sup- 
ports roughly 10 percent of the basic biomedi- 
cal research in the United States. 

Still, the federal government remains the 
country's most generous single patron of sci- 
ence, providing in fiscal 1995 roughly $70 bil- 
lion for R&D, including 60 percent of all mon- 
ies spent on academic research. If such lar- 
gesse is spent wisely-that is, if a reasonable 
portion is devoted to basic research by the 
most capable scientists-the quality and vital- 
ity of American science will not necessarily 
suffer. But the more it is recognized that the 
era of sustained exponential growth in science 
is over, the more difficult it may become for 
wisdom to prevail. In the SSC controversy, 
physicists outside the field of high-energy 
particle physics became involved and helped 
to kill the project. As the competition for fed- 
eral research dollars becomes more intense, 
scientists in all fields, as well as their host in- 
stitutions, are likely to get involved in politi- 
cal battles in the same way. 

With the end of the Cold War, American 
science is no longer sacrosanct. Science is in 
the open political arena and scientists can no 
longer remain above the fray. Instead, they 
will have to fight for federal tax dollars, like 
any other interest group. For them, and for sci- 
ence, it is a new era. 
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